
Math 216 Spring 2012 

Problem Set 2 

1. Professor Z asked his engineering students this question: “Your sister calls to say she’s having 

twins.  Which of the following is more likely, assuming she’s not having identical twins—twin 

boys, twin girls, or one girl and one boy?”  The students didn’t believe Professor Z when he said 

that “one boy and one girl” was the correct answer, so he decided to conduct a simulation.  

Instead of having his students flip coins, he figured that asking each student to report the 

gender of the two oldest children in their family would work.  He didn’t count students who had 

no siblings.  What’s wrong with Professor Z’s simulation? 

 

2. A recent study by Harvard University
1
 researchers indicates that women who habitually drink 

several cups of coffee per day over several years have lower rates of uterine cancer.  Identify a 

lurking variable in this study this might explain why drinking coffee does not cause lower cancer 

rates.  Justify your answer. 

 

3. A digital scale is used that provides weights to the nearest gram.  Let A denote the event that a 

weight exceeds 11 grams, let B denote the event that a weight is less than or equal to 15 grams, 

and let D denote the event that a weight is greater than or equal to 8 grams and less than 12 

grams.  Describe the following events. 

a. (� ∪ �)�  

b. � ∩ � ∩ � 

c. �	 ∩ � 

d. � ∪ (� ∩ �) 

 

4. The three major options on a certain type of new car are an automatic transmission (A), a 

sunroof (B), and a GPS unit (C).  Suppose that 70% of all purchasers request A, 80% request B, 

75% request C, 85% request A or B, 90% request A or C, 95% B or C, and 98% request A, B, or C. 

a. What is the probability that the next purchaser will request only an automatic 

transmission and neither of the other two options? 

b. What is the probability that the next purchaser will select exactly one of these three 

options? 

 

5. The historical probabilities that a birth event results in identical or fraternal twins are about 

1/300 and 1/125, respectively.  Given that Elvis Presley had a twin brother who died at birth, 

what is the probability that Elvis was an identical twin?  Assume that boys are as likely to be 

born, in general, as girls.  (Hint: This is the same probability that a birth event results in identical 

twin boys given that we know it results in twin boys.) 
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 http://www.cnn.com/2011/11/22/health/coffee-reduces-cancer-risk/index.html  



6. Sam takes a multiple-choice exam in which each question has five answer choices.  When Sam 

gets to a question he doesn’t know the answer to, he guesses randomly.  Suppose that the 

conditional probability of Sam knowing the answer to a randomly selected question given that 

he got it right is 0.92.  What percent of the questions on the exam did Sam know the answers 

to? 

 

7. Two testers are responsible for finding bugs in the computer code created for a big project.  

Phineas has an 80% chance of catching a bug, while Ferb has a 40% chance of catching a bug.  

The chance that both will catch a bug is 30%. 

a. What is the probability that a bug in the code will go undetected? 

b. Show that the events “Phineas detects a bug” and “Ferb detects a bug” are dependent. 

c. If Phineas and Ferb work in isolation from each other, how could these events be 

dependent? 

 

8. Suppose there’s a software system that collects many different kinds of data about people and 

their behavior—bank records, public transit records, phone records, and so on.  The software 

mines this data, looking for indications of terrorist activity.  Suppose also that the software is 

99% accurate when it comes to determining if a given person is a terrorist or not.  If you feed 

the software the names of 20 million people living in the New York City area, and if only 100 of 

those people actually are terrorists… 

a. How many people will be reported as possible terrorists by the software? 

b. Given that a person is reported as a possible terrorist by the software, what’s the 

probability that the person actually is a terrorist? 

c. If you were in charge of New York City’s anti-terrorism budget, given your answers to 

parts (a) and (b), what percent of that budget would you be willing to spend on this 

software?
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9. The bubble chart below shows earthquakes that occurred in the United States since 2000 for 

which latitude, longitude, and magnitude data were available in the Significant Earthquake 

Database
3
.  The size of the bubbles in the chart represents the magnitude of the earthquakes.  

Knowing that most US earthquakes occur near the Pacific Ocean, you can kind of make out the 

west coast of the US in this chart. 

 

Your job is to replicate this bubble chart using R/RStudio.  Submit both your final graph and a 

copy of the R code you used to generate it.  (I don’t need pages and pages of R code—just the 

code that ended up working.) 
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 This question inspired by a passage in Cory Doctorow’s novel Little Brother. 
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 http://derekbruff.org/blogs/math216/?p=168  



 

 

 


